RIGHT ON LIBRARY AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
For more than 30 years, Producers of THE AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE® in automation
software for the library community including churches, synagogues, schools and offices.

CIRCULATION DESK SYSTEM
A complete circulation program at an affordable price.
This best selling, software program is actually four programs in one:

1. CIRCULATION MANAGEMENT
2. PATRON ACCESS CATALOG
3. OVERDUE BOOKS MANAGER
4. LABEL SET PRINTER (Integrated Catalog Card maker version also available.)
The easiest and best way to check materials in and out, PLUS...Prints a complete book catalog in
several formats and prints labels and overdue notices. So affordable, so easy to learn and use and
allows you to make so much better use of your time. You do not need to be a cataloger or even a
typist. You simply type the information into the blank spaces provided. Making corrections and
fixing mistakes is done at the touch of a key. Easy search function allows instant tracking of all
materials on hand or on loan. Supports patron reserves for current or future dates. Automates and
simplifies repetitive library tasks. May also be used as an acquisition program.
Enjoy flexible operation for use in the Windows ’98, 2000, XP, XP PRO, VISTA, Windows 7
Professional, Windows 7 Ultimate or NT environment. Both single user and network versions are
available, with the network version price allowing an unlimited number of users for one low price
.

PROGRAM FEATURES INCLUDE:
* Easy Check in and Check Out
* Password protection
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Search catalog by all fields including title, author, subjects, notes and more
Reserve materials
* Create duplicate entries
Annotation (notes) area provided
* Tally circulation figures
Print labels for spine, book card, and pocket
* Print Overdue notices
Print complete list of patrons or books
* Create multiple databases
View current patron borrower record, including reserves
Instructions are brief, easy to read and understand
Customize subject headings (and duplicate )
Bar code and scanner compatible
*** No programming required for any function.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Need a CIRCULATION SYSTEM with the ability
to make perfect catalog cards and label sets?
See our CIRCULATION DESK with integrated
CATALOG CARD CREATOR software.

RIGHT ON PROGRAMS
27 Bowdon Road
Greenlawn NY 11740
631-424-7777
email: friends@rightonprograms.com

